
IN THE CLAIMS :

The following is a complete listing of the claims in this application, reflects all

changes currently being made to the claims, and replaces all earUer versions and all earlier

listings of the claims:

Claim 1 . (Canceled)

Claim 2. (Currently Amended) An image communication apparatus according to

claim 4, wherein the particular information input by [[the]] said direct input means is one of the

symbols # and ##, and

wherein when the input of a plurality of pieces of numerical information

delimited by one of the symbols # and ## is selected, a message is displayed to prompt a user to

acknowledge the designation of a plurality of extension numbers, the designation of a plurality of

secondary telephone numbers, or the designation of an extension number and a secondary

telephone number.

Claim 3. (Original) An image communication apparatus according to claim 2,

wherein the displayed message is changed in response to the information of the directly input

subaddress.

Claim 4. (Currently Amended) An image communication apparatus transmitting a

subaddress signal, the apparatus comprising:

extension number input means for inputting a plurality of extension numbers as
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information of the subaddress signal;

secondary telephone number input means for inputting a plurality of secondary

telephone numbers;

direct input means for directly inputting particular information; and

display means for displaying an acknowledge message which is to confirm

whether to send the particular information as information in accordance with ITU-T

Recommendation T. 33 when the particular information is input firom [[the]] said direct input

means,

wherein the subaddress signal, with the plurality of the extension numbers

designated by [[the]] said extension number input means for inputting the plurality of the

extension numbers, or the plurality of the secondary telephone numbers designated by [[the]]

said secondary telephone number input means for inputting the plurality of the secondary

telephone numbers, or both the extension number and the secondary telephone number

designated by [[the]] said direct input means for directly inputting the particular information, is

transmitted, and a message is displayed if a commimication error occurs after the transmission of

a SUB/DCS signal.

Claim 5. (Original) An image communication apparatus according to claim 4,

wherein the displayed message prompts a user to check to see whether the partner apparatus has

one of the function ofreceiving the plurality of the extension numbers, the function of receiving

the plurality of the secondary telephone numbers, and the function of receiving both the

extension number and the secondary telephone number.
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Claim 6. (Previously Presented) An image commimication apparatus according to

claim 4, wherein the image communication apparatus is a facsimile apparatus.

Claim 7. (New) An image communication apparatus transmitting a subaddress

signal, comprising:

extension number input means for inputting a plurality of extension

numbers as information of the subaddress signal;

secondary telephone number input means for inputting a plurality of

secondary telephone numbers;

direct input means for directly inputting particular information;

determination means for determining whether or not the particular

information, which is a plurality of extension numbers as information of subaddress signal or a

plurality of secondary telephone numbers, is inputted in accordance with ITU-T

Recommendation T. 33 by said direct input means; and

display means for displaying an acknowledge message when the particular

information is inputted from said direct input means and when the plurality of extension numbers

as information of the subaddress signal or a plurality of secondary telephone numbers are

determined to be inputted in accordance with ITU-T Recommendation T. 33 by said

determination means.
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